
The next generation in 
Cloud – to - Cloud Backup 
and Restore SaaS



Secure Cloud–Based and  Air Gapped Backup for Your Critical Data

Desired Outcomes

The Dangers are Real 

Cloud apps are everywhere in today’s 
offices. Gone are the days when you kept 
data on an internal hard drive. That’s not 
only old tech, given today’s cyber threat 
environment, it’s dangerous tech. 

Modern Organizations Use the Cloud 

Whether you need to protect data for a 
personal laptop, an enterprise network, 
or a portfolio of growing clients, the best 
solution is in the cloud. 

Complete End-To-End Data 
Protection And Security 

FileScience™ is the complete, flexible 
solution. Data is always recoverable 
within 24 hours, faster if necessary.

One in Three Companies Lose Data in 
Cloud Services 

Gaps in data availability can have 
immediate, drastic consequences ranging 
from skyrocketing downtime costs and 
customer dissatisfaction to bankruptcy.

Leverage Expertise to Supplement 
Internal IT Staff 

Use experienced cloud-to-cloud techs to 
defend stored data from a host of threats, 
everything from human error to malicious 
actors, even gaps on retention policy.

Hosted on the Secure Azure Platform 

FileScience™ provides a foolproof way to 
achieve stable data continuity and 
availability.

Challenges Ideal Solution



 FileScience Cloud to Cloud Backup and Recovery

Your Peace of Mind Is Our Most Important Product

More Restore Options

Endpoint to Cloud 
Protection 
• Supports Windows, Linux and OSX 

on servers, workstations and 
mobile devices. 

• Secure offsite storage centers 
protect from data breaches and in 
the case of disaster.

Comprehensive 
Backups

Backup and Rapid 
Recovery 

• Backup Office 365, G-suite, 
Zoom, Dropbox, Slack, 
Autodesk BIM360 and more 

• The only Backup Service 
that can recover Teams files 

Flexible Settings

More options to meet your 
specific requirements 

• Retain a minimum of 10 
versions of every item  

• Retain them for as long needed 

• Backup as frequently as desired 

• Restore within 24-hours, faster is 
necessary 

FileScience™: Comprehensive, Flexible, Secure, Affordable 



FileScience™ + Microsoft Office 365 
 and  Azure Cloud Services

Indispensable data protection and disaster recovery with redundant cloud-to-cloud backup 

Secure and Scalable

FileScience™ on the Azure platform 
means your invaluable data is securely 
stored and available anywhere.  Everyone 
from Enterprise Scale to the smallest of 
businesses can rest assured that the data 
that drives their organization is 
protected.

FileScience™ is constantly growing its 
offering, supporting new apps as fast as 
they become widely used. If we don’t 
support it today, ask – our Dev/Ops team 
will create an API to make it happen.

FileScience™ protects your valuable data 
from accidental or malicious human 
interactions. Mistakes, deliberate data 
destruction, hacking, ransomware, theft 
are all but impossible.

Evolving Service Bulletproofed Protection

Confidence Through Innovation



A Recovery Success Story

Win Morrison Realty – Seven offices and more than a 
hundred real estate professionals representing 
commercial and residential properties from New York City 
to the Adirondacks. 

“If you want complete security – this is the team. I’ve 
had thousands of potential security breaches and have 
NEVER been hacked. They have next generation 
solutions that span a wide spectrum.” 

Win Morrison 
Principal Broker, Win Morrison Realty 

Accounts Deleted upon Termination 
The IT department deleted employee accounts after they 
left the company.  The files were deleted from the 
company server.

Company Is Sued for Former Employee Acts 
Months after the employee left, the company faced 
litigation over written commitments made. Internal 
documentation couldn’t be found on their servers.

Recovery and Success  
FileScience™ recovered these accounts and all the files. 
Win Morrison won the case brought against them. 

Incident Report


